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PROFESSOR AL-JUMAILY KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT THE IRAQI STUDENT CONFERNCE IN 
AUSTRALIA 
 

 
 
Professor Ahmed Al-Jumaily with representatives from Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, 
University of Baghdad and the Iraqi Ministry of Higher Education. 
 
Professor Ahmed Al-Jumaily was keynote speaker at the Iraqi Student Conference in Australia on 5 December 
2017.  The title of his talk and short abstract follows: 
 
Industrial Biomedical Research, Strength of Academia for Better Health 
Traditional Engineering serves the industrial community by implementing basic laws of nature as the 
“foundation” and mathematics as the “tool” to transfer theories into specifications for product development.  
Today’s engineering goes beyond the scope of the industrial factory to look at the human body.  
Bioengineering research allows the understanding of the characteristics and performance of various 
biological systems.  This will ultimately contribute to finding effective diagnostic and treatment techniques 
for diseases and the development of medical devices. 
 
This was a two-fold presentation.  Firstly, Professor Al-Jumaily highlighted his experience in establishing very 
successful academic research organizations with an industrial focus. Eventually this has led to a “win-win” 
situation for students, academia and industries.  The second part of the presentation focussed on how 
engineering modelling could be used as an effective tool to reduce the risk of field testing and to save time, 
effort and cost. He talked about how we can tune our research towards community-driven needs by 
presenting some practical examples on large scale equipment such as cooling and distillation systems and 
small scale projects such as medical devices. 
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DR ELOY IRIGOGEN GORDO VISITING PROFESSOR WITH IBTEC 

 

 
 
Among other responsibilities, Dr. Eloy Irigoyen teaches Degree and Master, manages student projects, he 
managed and guided three doctoral theses, and guides currently another three doctoral theses, and manages 
issues related to the department as well. 
 
He has led and collaborated in several research projects that have been funded by various institutions such 
as Europe Institutions, Spanish Government, Basque Country Government, and some international 
corporations as ALCOA Foundation. He is a reviewer for several international Journals with related impact 
factor. He is co-organizer and belongs to technical committees of international conferences, along the last 
years. 
 
He leads the research group Intelligent Control at the UPV/EHU. This group gathers its activities in two main 
areas: Intelligent Control and Biomedical Engineering, including the design of Systems for the Assistance of 
People with Disabilities. In both lines the group is studying issues related to fundamental research, as well as 
the implementation of real solutions in various applications related to multiple sectors, from the industrial, 
to the medical, through the transport, services and assistance to people. 
 
Nowadays, his research activity is aimed at new developments, both in SW and HW, to analyse physiological 
signals such as ECG, GSR and RSP with the objective of detecting and identifying stressful events in people. 
Recently, in its current work, the group has obtained good results in the application of Computational 
Intelligent techniques to enhance the processing of the mentioned signals, and the implementation of such 
algorithms in low cost platforms. 

 
  

Currently, Professor Dr Eloy Irigoyen is a lecturer in the Department of 
Systems Engineering and Automation, at the Faculty of Engineering of the 
University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU), in Bilbao, Spain. He was 
teaching and researching at the University of Deusto, in Bilbao (Spain), in the 
year 2000. Previously, he was a lecturer and researcher at the Public 
University of Navarre, in Pamplona (Spain), since 1993.  Graduated PhD with 
Cum Laude from Public University of Navarre with the thesis “New results on 
Neural Controllers Tuning in Optimal and Predictive Control Schemes” at the 
year 2003. Research career officially recognized by the National Accreditation 
Agency at the year 2011. 
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ANUBHA KALRA AND GAUTAM ANAND BOTH GRADUATION WITH A PhD 
 

  
Dr Anubha Kalra & Dr Gautam Anand with Assoc Prof Andrew Lowe                    and also with Professor Ahmed Al-Jumaily 

 
Anubha and Gautam both graduated with a PhD on Wednesday 13 December.  Their First Supervisor was 
Associate Professor Andrew Lowe and their Second Supervisor was Professor Ahmed Al-Jumaily. 
 
The title of Anubha’s thesis is:  Elimination of Skin-stretch Induced Motion Artefacts from Electrocardiogram 
Signals. 
 
The title of Gautam’s thesis is:  Multi-frequency Bioimpedance Variations in a Simulated Human Forearm. 
 
Congratulations Anubha and Gautam and all your colleagues in IBTec wish you well for the future. 
 
 


